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Hello! Here at the Knight Life, we are having a
spectacular time. We have more sixth graders than ever
before, and it shows! We have tons of absolutely amazing
articles to share with you. From articles about sports, to cars,
to even Minecraft, we have a great variety of passages. Our
editors include Meghan Liang, Aaron Dutia, Catherine Peng,
Sahil Shah, Isabella Ferdinand, Alexander Baxter, Sophia
Zygmunt, Alexandra Squillace, Naveena Godfrey, Hope
Rosen and Valmik Revankar . These great editors fix
formatting, grammar mistakes, spelling mistakes, strange
fonts and include citations. Without these guys, we wouldn’t
be able to keep making the newspaper the best it can be. But,
as good they are, nothing would get done without the head
editor (we call her the Headitor) Saanvi Vavilala . She’s the
one who formats the final newspaper and the best grammar
Nazi we’ve ever had. To summarize, we’d like to thank
everyone who helped work on our newspaper, especially Mrs.
Andersen !

-Sincerely, the editors

Pie Sale

No School

BIG Night

Ends Nov. 5th

Nov. 8th & 9th

Nov. 16th

Support the
school fundraiser
and order some
delicious pies!

Due to the
teachers’ NJEA
Convention, we
have no school on
Thurs. or Fri.!

It’s the 20th annual
Brooklawn Intense
Games! Make sure
you sign up and
participate!
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Locker Advice from Meghan Lipscomb
Welcome back, or if you’re a 6th grader, then welcome!
Lockers may be intimidating if you are a sixth grader, here
is some locker advice that hopefully helps you here at
Brooklawn!
1. If you have a binder or book for every single one
of your classes, look at your schedule and decide
what books you need in the morning or afternoon.
I recommend putting your afternoon books away in
your locker during the morning.
2. Be aware of the clock. Don’t go to your locker knowing you
will be late. I suggest going to your locker in the morning,
before lunch, after lunch and before you go home.
3. It’s okay if you have trouble opening your locker. Your
friends and teachers are there to help you. You can even ask
the janitors to help!
Hopefully, this helps you! Best of luck for the rest of year!
- Meghan Lipscomb

10 Interesting Facts on Sports
By Shivani Bapatla
1. There are 18 minutes of total action in a baseball game, out of almost two hours.
2. While there has never been a three-peat (a three-time win) in the super bowl, the
NBA (10) NHL (9) and MLB (7) have each featured multiple such champions.
3. Princess Anne, daughter of Queen Elizabeth II, did not have to undergo gender
verification at the 1976 Olympics due to “Royal Courtesy”.
4. Sammy Sosa has three of the eight 60-home run seasons in baseball history.
5. About 46% of pro football hall of famers played for one team during their NFL
careers.
6. The phrase about winning something ‘hands down’ originally referred to a
jockey who won a race without whipping his horse or pulling back the reins.
7. At the first modern Olympics, winners were awarded silver medals.
8. Katie Ledecky’s world record in the 1,500 would have paced her 24th in the
2012 Olympic men’s swimming race.
9. China did not win an Olympic medal until 1984. At the 2008 Beijing Games, the
10. Chinese won 100 medals.
Only 72 players in NBA history have attempted more free throws in their careers
than the 5,317 Shaquille O’Neal Missed.
https://ftw.usatoday.com/2015/04/best-101-sports-facts-trivia-crazy-amazing-incredible-babe-ruth-michael-phelps-michael-jordan
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The Key to The Gray Box
By Naveena Godfrey

“Elliot! G-Man is here!” I looked up from my computer. My younger brother Alexandro
stuck his head into my room, his messy black hair falling into his face. “Come downstairs
right now, or Papa’ll be tiiiicked off.” Satisfied, he ran back into the living room of our flat.
I practically dropped my computer onto my bed and sprinted after him.
“Wait up, shrimp!” I yelled back. G-Man was what he called my real mother,
otherwise known as Giana, or my favorite person on Earth. She lived in a large apartment
by herself on the tip of Maine. Meanwhile, I had to live with my father in New York, who
had won the custody battle, somehow, along with whatever girlfriend he brought home.
Oh yeah, and Alexo, or Alexandro, the child that one of dad’s exes dropped off on us about
twelve years ago. She was a young French lady, I think, which is why my brother has
crystal blue eyes, and his orangey-brown skin has a milky tint to it. We collided on the couch,
just to see our door swing open. First stumbled in my papa's stringy faded black hair fell
into his dark brown eyes, a quirk my brother inherited. His honey brown hand was
weathered by time, and he lazily gestured to the door as it creaked back open. I smiled.
“Hey, hey, sweetie!” my mom cried out. She was in much better shape than my
father; her hair was still a beautiful glossy black, her emerald green eyes seemed to
sparkle, and her light brown skin still glowed with youth. I looked a lot like my mom,
actually, with my milk chocolate brown skin, my shiny black hair which I always kept in a
ponytail, and my sea green eyes.
“Hey, Mama,” I said softly, wrapping an arm around her. Her smile lingered on me
for another second before she turned to look at Papa. Her expression soured.
“Christian.” she spat, glaring at him. He shrunk even further into the corner,
picking at his mustache nervously. “I still can’t believe I ever married a man like you. How
you won that custody battle is beyond me.” Then she turned to look at Alexo, and her
expression soured even further.
“And I see you still keep the boy around.” Alexo shrugged sheepishly, beads of sweat
dripping down his forehead. I winced. My mother hated my brother, my other favorite
person in the world, for the sole reason that he was the child of one of the girlfriend’s
Papa had while they were still married. (Seriously, how did he win that custody battle?)
“Come on, Mama. Alexo’s not that bad. He can’t help where he came from.” I glared
at my dad on that last sentence, who looked like he wished for death. Mama just sneered.
“Oh, you have a nickname for him? Honey, no. We’ve gone over this a million times.
He’s not your real brother. He’s just a little rat and you should refer to him as so. When
making him carry out chores, call him scum or brat or boy if you want to be polite. Not
Alexandro. Not Alexo. And especially not brother.” My mom spat out that last word like it
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was poison. I just coughed uncomfortably and looked away. I would never do that, no
matter how obnoxious the shrimp was being. The rest of my mom’s visit went by pretty
smoothly, although my great love for my mother had decreased the little bit it does each
time she comes over. I wasn’t worrying though. After I started missing Mama again, it
would go right up.
“Bye, Mama!” I said happily at the door. “See you next month!”
“See you, sweetie!” she replied wistfully. “By the way, you’re turning eighteen next
month, right Elliot?”
“Why?”
“Just wanted to make note. Goodbye again!” She squeezed my hand tight before
shutting the door. I stood there for another moment before realizing she had pressed
something into my hand. I opened my fist and gasped loudly. Oh god. Memories of a small
package being presented to me when I turned eight, by my mother the day she lost
custody of me. I knew what this was for. It was a key.
The key to the grey box.

To be continued...

Breathe Deep! A

Brooklawn Fall Comedy!

By: Hope Rosen and Sophia Zygmunt
This year at Brooklawn we did an original comedy called
Breathe Deep, written by Mr. Mark Fasciana! Breathe Deep is all
about a girl whose life is a play. Because of this, she has to fall in love
with a boy she doesn’t even like. While she tries fixing this, she runs
into her crazy mother, talks to the owner of an AIR store, and hangs
out with her friends that are acting oddly because of a later scene.
We hope you enjoyed the performance! And a big thank you to Mrs.
Franz, Mrs. Fazzini, and Mrs. Matarazzo!

And our 2018 Fall Drama Cast is:
Frankie- Jia Datwani
Coffee Bob- Matt Bumanlag
Ricky- Will Lanza
Jessica- Anastasiya Sloan
Jimmystick- Vincent Paglucci
Edna- Hope Rosen

Mom- Kira King
Policeman- Danny Ververs
Director- Rhaya Lau
Kelly- Anna Falcone
Ensemble- Sophia Zygmunt, Adam
Roman, Catherine Peng, Kavya Shah,
and Malda Gobena
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Fall Frustration
by Saanvi Vavilala
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30 Dad Jokes!
By Kyrsten Fletcher

1: A proud new father sits down with his dad for a drink. “Well son, now that you’ve got
a kid of your own, I think it’s time I gave you this.” the father’s Dad tells him.
“Dad, you don’t mean-”
“Yes, son, I do.” He replies, pulling out a copy of 30 Dad Jokes, 5th edition.
“Dad...I never thought this day would come...I’m honored…” The new father says, tears
sparkling in his eyes.
“Hi honored”, his dad tells him. “I’m dad”
2: There’s a magic show in Mexico. The magician tells the audience he will disappear on the
count of 3. He says, “uno, dos, -” and poof! He disappeared without a tres.
3: A man was printing papers when he heard music coming from the printer. “Oh no, the
papers jamming again…”
4: What’s a dinosaur’s least favorite reindeer?
Comet.
5: A man tried to catch fog the other day. He mist.
6: What did the buffalo say to his son when he left for college? “Bison.”
7: A man got hit in the head with a soda can. Good thing it was a soft drink!
8: Q: How do you organize a party in space?
A: You planet!
9: Q: What are vampires?
A: A real pain in the neck!
10: Q: What bank always has no money?
A: A riverbank!
11: Q: What bet can you never win?
A: The alphabet!
12: Q: What goes bonk bonk bonk bonk bonk bonk bonk?
A: A clown with a rubber nose falling down a flight of stairs!
13: Q: If you threw a white stone into the red sea, what will it become?
A: Wet.
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14: Q: What state has the smallest soft drinks?
A: Minnesota!
15: Q: Why do you never see elephants hiding in trees?
A: Because they are so good at it!
16: Q: How many apples grow on a tree?
A: All of them!
17: Q: What do you call a cow with no legs?
A: Ground beef.
18: A dog used to chase people on a bike a lot. It got so bad that the owner finally had
to take away the dog’s bike!
19: And the lord said to John, “Come forth and you will receive eternal life”. John came in
fifth and won a toaster.
20: There was a man who never trusted seafood. He always thought it was a little
fishy…
21: A man went to a zoo, but the zoo only had one dog! It was a shitzu.
22: If you hear any rumors about butter, don’t spread it.
23: An invisible man turned down a job offer. He just couldn’t see himself doing it!
24: A man was so good at sleeping. He could do it with his eyes closed.
25: Q: Why can’t you have a nose that is 12 inches long?
A: Because then it would be a foot!
26: Q: What do you call a pony with a sore throat?
A: A little hoarse.
27: Q: Can February March?
A: No, but April May.
28: Q: What do you get when you cross a snowman with a vampire?
A: Frostbite!
29: A man was reading about the history of glue. He just couldn’t seem to put it down!
30: There’s a really good joke about construction, but they are still working in it.
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https://speedvegas.com/en/world-of-speed/exotics/fastest-cars-in-the-world-2018/428
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Ocean Trash
By Shreeya Negi
Experts say that 70% of our world is the ocean. In reality,
70% of our world is trash.
Ocean pollution is no joke. Over one million seabirds are
killed by ocean pollution each year. Three hundred thousand
dolphins and porpoises die each year as a result of becoming
entangled in discarded fishing nets, among other items. One
hundred thousand sea mammals are killed in the ocean by
pollution each year. Turtles mistake plastic bags for jellyfish
and eat them. The plastic bags choke them and they die.

Causes of Pollution
1. Sewage
Pollution can enter the ocean directly. Sewage or polluting
substances flow through sewage, rivers and drainages directly into
the ocean. This is often how minerals and substances from mining
camps find their way into the ocean. Also, if you litter on the
street when it rains the garbage will travel into the sewage system,
and into the ocean.

2. Littering
Pollution from the atmosphere is, believe it or not, a huge
source of ocean pollution. This occurs when objects that are far
inland are blown by the wind over long distances and end up in the
ocean. These objects can be anything from natural things like dust
and sand, to man-made objects such as debris and trash. Most debris,
especially plastic debris, cannot decompose and remains suspended in
the oceans current for years.
Animals can get snagged on the plastic or mistake it for food,
slowly killing them over a long period of time. Animals who are most
often the victims of plastic debris include turtles, dolphins, fish,
sharks, crabs, sea birds and crocodiles.
9
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3. Large Scale Oil Spills
Ship pollution is a huge source of ocean pollution, of which the
most devastating effect is oil spills. Crude oil lasts for years in
the sea and is extremely toxic to marine life, often suffocating
marine animals to death once it entraps them. Crude oil is also
extremely difficult to clean up, unfortunately meaning that when it
is split; it is usually there to stay.
When crude oil reaches penguins, the oil is sticky and weighs
them down, not allowing them to move freely. When the penguin begins
to preen its feathers in an attempt to remove the oil, the toxic
material is ingested, causing damage to the bird’s internal organs
and sometimes death. In some cases, red blood cells can be damaged,
the liver may be impaired and other body systems such as the
circulatory and respiratory systems may be severely damaged.
Reproductive repercussions may take place as birds may be too ill to
breed, or have internal damage that affects the breeding process or
how many eggs the bird may lay. It is clear to see that when the
adult survival of the penguin population is compromised, it affects
the replacement of the next generation of penguins.
Visit these links to find out how you can help:
https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/causes-and-effects-of-ocean-pollution.php
https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/various-ocean-pollution-facts.php
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/pollution-hawaiis-farms-and-citiescausing-sea-turtles-get-deadly-tumors-180952912/
https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/causes-and-effects-of-ocean-pollution.php
https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/various-ocean-pollution-facts.php
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/pollution-hawaiis-farms-and-citiescausing-sea-turtles-get-deadly-tumors-180952912/

http://www.inquinamento-italia.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/z757478.jpg
https://cdn-images-1.medium.com/max/1200/0*nicF1haOIG_5SAmE.
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Doomed Vacation
The flight attendant tried to hide the panic in her voice as she said, “We will be making
an unscheduled landing at a nearby station for a refuel. Buckle your seatbelts and prepare
yourself for descent.”
“Harper what’s going on?” Leah asked with a tone of fear in her voice.
“Don’t worry, Leah,” I said, “we just need some more fuel to get to Bora Bora. We’re
probably going to like, a Hawaiian airport or something.” I was only two and a half years older
than Leah, but the age difference seemed bigger since I was going to go into high school this
year, and Leah only into seventh.
“But she sounded a bit panicked, don’t you think?”
I couldn’t keep everything from Leah anymore as she’s starting to get older. I hope it
works this time at least since our parents got moved to a completely different row.
“We’ll be fine,” I assured her. But, no less than a second later we heard the loudspeakers
go off again.
The flight attendant came on the speakers again not even trying to hide her panic this
time. “Put on your oxygen masks. Do not help anybody else until yours is secure. We will start
our emergency descent now to a nearby island.”
Leah started asking in a fearful tone, “Why did she tell us to put out masks on? What’s
going on? What island are they going to land us on? Are there people there? Are there
dangerous animals there that are going to eat us?”
Even though she was going into seventh grade, reality hadn’t hit her in the face yet. The
way that the flight attendant had been speaking, it sounded as though she feared for her life.
Like she wouldn’t be alive in an hour. If she feared for her life, it meant that we, the
unknowing passengers were faced with almost certain death. My parents wouldn’t believe me,
and Leah would freak out too much for me to tell them. We were going to die.
As if the plane had read my thoughts, the engine sputtered and died as the gentle white
noise turned to silence. Before we knew it, we were plummeting thousands of feet to the
ground.
If the passengers weren’t having panic attacks before, the flight attendant spoke once
more. “Prepare for impact.” She said it like a death sentence. And just then, I made a decision
that would impact mine and Leah’s life forever.
I grabbed my sister like a baby and carried her to the back of the plane at a speed I knew
I couldn’t match if I tried, as she was frozen with fear. I forced the straps of a parachute from
11
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around my arms to the buckle around Leah’s stomach. By that time the flight attendant had
caught on to what I was doing and rushed over. “Get back in your seats,” she said, “it’s safest
for you there.”
I wasn’t taking this anymore so I replied, “Yeah, right.” I opened the plane door and
jumped. We were already pretty low to the ground since the plane was crashing so I pulled the
parachute immediately and hoped it would be enough to cushion our fall as I started to try and
aim the trajectory of the parachute away from the crash zone. My plan had worked as a gust of
wind carried us away to a deserted island. All of a sudden, Leah started to come out of her fear
induced trance. “What’s happening, Harper?”

BOOM!

Catch part two in the next issue!

Sports That Aren’t Sports
Meghan Liang

For those people who don’t know, I’m big into Overwatch. It’s one of the only, if not
only, FPS (first person shooter) I can get behind. I enjoy its dynamic gameplay and
interesting play style. This article isn’t about Overwatch game though. It’s about the
Overwatch League. I was watching the League the other day. It all amazed me how fast
their reflexes were and how coordinated their team plays were. I was enthralled, and after
the match between USA and Canada I wanted some water. I went upstairs and poured
myself a glass of water when I heard a “YES!” from downstairs. I peered downstairs to find
myself cheering for a random player playing football. “Stupid sportsball (what I call
sports),” I snickered to myself. After I went downstairs to watch the game between South
Korea and Finland. I held back a cheer of support when my favorite team won. “YES!”, I
wanted to scream. Then it dawned on me. Was I watching sportsball?
The question is, “Are ESports actually sports?”. ESports, or electronic sports refer to
sports that are played on devices such as TV, computer, phone, iPad or other electronics.
To figure out if they are real sports, we have to find the definition of traditional sports. A
sport is defined as, “an activity involving physical exertion and skill in which an individual
or team competes against another or others for entertainment.”. We cover all bases here
except for one: physical exertion. Debatably yes, ESports requires physical exertion. If
you consider moving your hands and fingers like a madman “physical exertion”, then it’s
a sport. If you don't consider pressing buttons physical activity, it's not a sport. I don’t
know why we’re arguing about this though, there’s no reason. This whole situation already
happened. Not with video games... but with chess.
Chess’ classification is strange. Some people say it is a sport, and some people
don’t. The London Chess Conference in their article, “Ten Reasons why Chess is a Sport”
says, “Chess has been recognized as a sport by the International Olympic Committee
12
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since 2000. It was an event at the Asian Games in 2006 in Doha and again in Guangzhou in
2010. It is also being considered for inclusion in the Pan-American Games. Tokyo is
preparing bids for the 2020 summer Olympics and has invited chess and bridge to apply
for inclusion. Russia is trying to bring chess to the winter Olympics.” This is some good
evidence that chess is a sport. The Olympics recognize it as one, and if they do that’s
pretty important to the case that chess is a sport. According to the article, “Chess is not a
sport but a game. So, what’s the difference?” It doesn’t deserve the classification of a sport.
The article states, “The real point of sports is the exercise of physical abilities. Pride in
physical performance is a deep-seated feature of human nature. Humans hone their
physical talents and take delight in using them. I would say that a sport is any activity that
facilitates the display of physical skills,”. They seem to agree that sports require *scoff*
physical activity. So, are Esports and chess sports? Well, I asked the public.
Thanks to the 184 people who helped answer my poll, I have some good data. First,
I just asked some grades and initials. I did get a teacher to answer, but that just might be a
mischievous student playing a lark (look Mrs. Perrone, I used a vocabulary word!). When
I asked the people if they thought Esports were considered *sportsball*… I mean sports,
76.2% said no while 23.8% said yes. Many people had different reasons for this
judgement, but some goods comments were, “While it might involve strategy and
reflexes, has an audience and a reputation as part of entertainment, it isn't active and to
me it isn't very impressive. Real sports where people have to work hard to be where they
are is more interesting to me,” and, “Chess is a sport, and can be played professionally
on a computer, or other electronic device,”. This perfectly segways to me asking people if
they think chess is a sport. 52.4% of people said it isn’t while 47.6% said yes. This was
quite surprising to me, as I thought the numbers would be about the same where people
who didn’t think ESports were sports also though chess isn’t. The split seems to be much
more even. Standout comments were, “Yes because in most sports you use strategy and in
chess you need to use strategy to beat your opponent”, and, “Although I enjoy playing
chess, I tend to think that sports are more of an active exercise. Since you aren’t active
while playing chess, I do not consider chess as a sport,”. I get it; chess and ESports don’t
really require physical activity. It’s the next question makes me a bit mad. I was so
shocked by the disconnect between the two answers I decided to post a question after
many people took the poll that asked, “If you consider chess a sport and not Esports
sports, why is this?”. The consensus was something like chess requires critical thinking
while video games don’t. I’m biased towards video games, and all things considered I was
baffled. Do people think video games don’t require skill and thought? The last question I
asked was what people thought the definition of a sport was. This was to see if people
disregarded the physical exertion part. 62.3% of people chose the real definition, while
the rest said some other definition I made up. To those 5 people who said, “I hate
sportsball” you have my respect. Good job. You’re the real winners here.
That’s all for now! Thank you all for reading, and thanks especially if you answered
the poll I put out! Everyone, have a great day, and make sure to play some sportsball. Or
don’t! I don’t.
https://aeon.co/ideas/chess-and-bridge-are-games-that-don-t-belong-in-the-olympics
https://londonchessconference.com/a-question-of-sport/
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Top 3 K-pop Boy Groups
By Anisha Das

There are so many K-Pop fans in 2018 and some of us are fans of K-pop boy groups. For example, some
groups and idols like BTS, EXO, MONSTA X, and more. But some people don’t. Anyway, I decided to tell you
about the top 10 K-pop boy groups of 2018.
1. BTS - they’re my favorite. They are seven boys who are famous for their incredible singing. They have
their star names and real names, they are mostly known for their star names. The list below contains the group
members’ star names as well as their real names. The oldest is Jin then it’s Suga, Rap Monster and J-Hope are
the same age; V and Jimin are also the same age but are the third oldest in the group; Last but not the least is the
youngest Jungkook.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Rap Monster: Kim Nam-Joon
Jin: Kim Seok-jin
Suga: Min Yoon-gi
J-Hope: Jung Ho-seok
Jimin: Park Ji-min
V: Kim Taehyung
Jungkook: Jeon Jung-kook

2. Exo - The next group, called Exo, used to be a group of 12 members. However, now there are only 9
members. In 2013 they received the Disk Daesang at the Golden Disk awards and the album of the year at the
Mnet Asian Music Award. Below, I listed the members from oldest to youngest and included their stage names
and real names.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Suho: Kim Jun Myun
Xiumin: Kim Min Seok
Lay: Zhang Jiashuai
Baekhyun: Byun Baek Hyun
Chen: Kim Jong Dae
Chanyeol: Parl Chanyeol
D.O: Do Kyung Soo
Kai: Kim Jong In
Sehun: Oh Se Hun

The oldest is Xiumin, second oldest are Suho and Lay, third Baekhyun, Chen and Chanyeol, fourth D.O,
and the youngest are Kai, Sehun.
3. Big Bang - They are internationally famous since 2006. There are five members. Described by the
Washington Post “The biggest band in Asia”. Big Bang is also labeled by names such as “Nation’s Boy Band” and
14
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“Kings of K-pop”. They won artist of the year in 2008. Their number one song was “Lies” which was a
major hit in Korea. Now for their real names and oldest to youngest, the list below contains that information.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

G Dragon: Kwon Ji Yong
Taeyang: Dong Young Bae
TOP: Choi Seung-hyun
Daesung: Kang Daesung
Seungri: Lee Seung Hyun

The oldest is TOP, the second oldest are G Dragon and Taeyang, next is Daesung. He is the second
oldest. Last, but not least, this member is the youngest of all the members in Big Bang - Seungri.

Halloween in Minecraft
By Olivia Kumburis
I have a PS3 at home so I've played this
game before (I know it’s old). I will review the
Minecraft Halloween Mod. It was automatically
added to all of the Minecraft versions, so you
can view it too.
You may be thinking, but what about the
aquatic update? Well… there are not many
changes except that the dolphins, turtles, and
other fish look half eaten. The birds are skeleton birds and the sheep and pigs have
the same effects. On the other hand, the cows are devils. The chickens look weird and
I can’t tell what they are.
The mobs, like the creeper, are different too.
Creepers now look like ghosts, and blazes are green
and white, but my favorite one of all is the Enderman
who now looks like Slenderman.
In conclusion, the new Halloween resource pack
is a simple, festive, straight-forward and cleverly
designed. It’s built
as an update to get
people in the spirit of Halloween. This resource pack
is actually available for the various console versions
of Minecraft and the Pocket Edition, but, surprisingly
enough, an official release never came for the
game’s PC version. You’ll be able to enjoy all that it
has to offer in order to get into the spirit of the
spooky holiday!
www.google.com/search?q=minecraft+halloween&tbm=isch&source=lnms&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiPgb6T2oveAhXsc98KHcj9ASsQ_AUICygC&biw=1920&bih=969&dpr=1&safe=active&ssui=on.
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Narcissa Malfoy - A Hidden Hero
By Kaydine Gonzalez

Warning: Spoilers ahead!
The Malfoys definitely aren’t the
most favorable family in the Harry
Potter series. With Death Eater Lucius
Malfoy and Harry’s school rival Draco,
it’s easy to understand why nobody
has a soft spot for them. But one
character who definitely deserves more
credit is Narcissa Malfoy. She is a
family-oriented woman who would do
anything to keep her son safe.
An example of this is most notoriously seen in Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows,
when, after Lord Voldemort uses the Killing Curse (also known as “Avada Kedavra!”)
on Harry, she’s asked to check if he truly is dead. She goes over to find that he is alive.
But instead of telling Lord Voldemort the truth, she thinks of her son. She asks Harry,
“Is he alive?” and he responds with “Yes”. She then lies to Voldemort, telling him that
Harry is dead. This is a huge part of Harry’s success in the book, as Voldemort would
most likely attempt to kill him once more knowing that Harry was alive.
Though most people think of her role in The Deathly Hallows when they think of
her love for her son, one other occasion where her love for Draco gets the best of her is
in Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince, where she takes part in an Unbreakable Vow
with Severus Snape. An Unbreakable Vow is a spell that binds one to a promise which
they must keep. Otherwise, they will die. The vow that Snape made with Narcissa was
to watch over Draco in his task requested by Voldemort. She does this to make sure
that Draco is safe.
Though most readers may not like her, Narcissa’s actions and motives are
definitely something to be appreciated.
http://www.mugglenet.com/2017/07/five-misrepresentations-that-drive-slytherinscrazy/narcissamalfoy_wb_f8_narcissacheckingifharryisdead_still_080615_land/

“If you attack my son again, I shall ensure that it is the last thing
you ever do.”
- Narcissa Malfoy, Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
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Stefan &
Jacob’s
List of
Top 10
Things

FALL 2018

Jacob:
Undertale
Fortnite
Pixel Gun
Anime
Roblox
My friends
Good music
Astronomy
Mythology
Good books

Stefan:
Fortnite
Pixel Gun
Call of Duty
Battlefield 1
Baseball
Cards
Cooking
Eating
My friends
My Ps4
My family
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Flora and Gimbles
Sequel to The Dragon’s Tale
By: Catherine Peng

Long ago, before the rolling hills sheltered the quaint little town of Dunhaven. Before the revolution of
modern devices was even introduced. Before, when the fountain was afresh with all the novelty a granite
fountain can have, lived a girl named Rosalie Gimbles. Rosalie was the famous owner of a flower shop in the
middle of the town, where the bakery would be fated to stand, breeding the rarest, most exquisite breeds with
her green thumb. And Rosalie had the greenest of the greenest. Common roses looked pale in comparison the
blood red of hers. Lilies, in all their milky glory, were dusty to the moonshine awaiting on the front window.
For only the finest were permitted to be displayed upon the oak counters of the tiny shop.
It was the center of her life. Talent cannot be stolen. But alas, as there are only two people in the world: the one
who tastes bitter first, then the sweet. And the other one the sweet then the bitter.

“Quarter of an ace for that, miss.” a vendor barked as I sighed. Last week, butter was only half the
price.
“Cut that down by two-thirds and your wallet will be rewarded.” I prompted stiffly, crisply fingering
the demanded money in my hands, waving it briefly over his eyes. Enough for tantalizing, but not too bold to
draw attention. Good deals were too precious to waste. Other vendors watched curiously. Watching how a catdog fight between the thorny flower girl and the cantankerous grocer would turn out.
“Miss, make it into half my price and it’s done.”
This was too good to be true. As soon as I agreed, he’d slick up some other expensive trade with those
weasel words and I’d be sucked in a never-ending time warp of extravagant prices. Deciding to be contrary, I
rustled the scratchy, woven basket a bit, then slyly mused, “Shame. Katrina would’ve loved the scorpion candy
the extra money would have bought. It’s her birthday you know. The disappointment would be tragic.” I acted
coolly oblivious to his paling face. Katrina Monahagon was the daughter of one of the most well-known
assassins in all of Dunhaven. And she was just as notorious with throwing knives and daggers as he was.
“Well, miss, takes a lot to become this cruel.”
“Yes. Start small. I recommend kicking a puppy to build a sturdy foundation.”
“Why thank you. Here's your oh-so-precious butter and my neighbor has the scorpion candies. Good
day.” Frostily tipping his hat at me, he waved his hands at me in a rough manner and retreated to the back of
his stall.
“Well, that went well.”
A whiz in the air current rushes to my ears, and I skid aside clumsily in the nick of time. A fine blade
lodges neatly in the wooden beam of an unfortunate wooden beam supporting a stripped canopy.
Another whistling of cool air glides towards me. But I was prepared. I moved aside, rather less
graceful than I planned (read: I stumbled like a bloated mountain goat) and tried to snag the hilt. Instead, only
succeeding in grabbing at nothing. The sting of blood throbbed on my hand.
I gnashed my teeth and managed to spit out a venomous “Katrina!”, before the devil himself, or rather
herself, appeared. She only had only a few moments before I was on her. We tore through the busy
18
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marketplace; the delicious wafts of the nearby food stands filled my nostrils and my mouth watered for a dish
of grilled chicory sprinkled with just the right amount of dragon pepper. Katrina swiped a bag of bland roasted
chestnuts (and a couple of fried scorpions) under the nose of a nearby vendor, threw a couple of gold coins
behind her and was off again. We turned this way and that, gaining angry shouts of the shop owners and food
vendors. I almost had her once or twice, but she would slip out just as quickly as freshly-caught salmon past its
flimsy net. Katrina trampled on the parsley of an old hag, I accidentally ran through a charming stand of
wooden toys, and in general, made everybody hate us. With a willow flute tangled in my hair, a swordfish
clamped to her arm, we blazed across the market and into the hillside. The path we led behind was clear.
Wilted orchids mixed in with brambles sticking in a couple of stuffed honey badgers, to put it simply. I
collapse on the hillside in exhaustion, feeling the scratchy tickle of dying grass.
“I really need to find better friends…” I sighed, pulling a few handfuls of grass. The lights of the village
twinkled afar, and I suddenly realized how late it was.
“Shoot,” Katrina sat up erect, the flute still tangled in her hair, making her look like a failed fashion
trend, “Jacob is going to kill me.” Jacob was Katrina’s older brother, also a street vendor at said market who
sold the best assortment of sweets in Dunhaven. Kicked out by his father for his preference of countrybumpkin life to the huntsman’s bow, he remained a disappointment to all but his sister.
“Where are we?” I muttered, glancing around at the unfamiliar countryside.
“Great, we’re not lost? Are we?”
“Are you an idiot? Of course, we are!” And that was the last line said, before the life-changing event of
Rosalie Gimble’s and Katrina Monahagon’s puny, mortal lives.

End

Top 15 Songs Of 2018 By: Yashi Bajpai

“
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Scripps National Spelling Bee
By Joy Pandya
S-C-H-E-R-E-N-S-C-H-N-I-T-T-E... Can you spell that word?
Well, the 2015 Scripps National Spelling Bee co-champion Vanya
Shivashankar was able to. In fact, that was her winning word. The
Scripps National Spelling bee has occurred since 1925. Millions of
children across the world dream to have the opportunity to
participate in the bee. Only a handful of kids actually make it and
only one or two get to take home the title of national champion. A
spelling bee is a great learning experience for children. It
exposes them to the etymological patterns in words and helps their
vocabulary skills. Studying this is how all of the past champions have won the event and
most of the champs used these techniques to improve their writing in school. Every child
should have the opportunity to participate in one of these amazing events.
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Rules

You must win your schools and regional
spelling bees before you can go to the national
bee. Once you get to the national spelling bee,
you first will take the preliminaries test which
includes spelling and vocabulary questions. You
can get a maximum of thirty points on the test.
After the preliminaries test, you have two rounds
of on-stage oral spelling each correct spelling is
worth three points. You may ask for the word’s
etymology, definition, use in a sentence, part of
speech, alternate pronunciation and roots that the
word is made from. If you get your two words
correct you have the possibility to be a semifinalist. You must get at least accumulate 22
points on the written test and you get 6 points
from the oral spelling rounds which gets you a
score of 28 out of 36. They can only have fifty
spellers be semi-finalists usually those spellers
got really high scores on the written test. Once
you make it to the semi-finals you will have to
take another spelling and vocabulary test which
is worth 66 points. After the test, you will have
two more round of oral spelling each correct
spelling is 3 points. To make it to the finals
you must accumulate at least 61 points out of a
possible 72 points. Whoever accumulates that many
points will make it to the finals. Once you make it to the finals you will
take another spelling and vocabulary test. This test was added in 2017
because there were a consecutive three years of co-champions before 2017.
To prevent that from happening, they established this test. If two or
three spellers go 25 rounds and they cannot still crown a champion, the
decision goes to the written test. However, if there is still a tie on the
written test then they will crown co-champions.








Interesting Facts
For the last 11 years, only Indian Americans have won the spelling
bee.
The bee’s official pronouncer, Dr. Jacque Bailey, won the bee in
1980.
There have only been two pairs of siblings that have won the spelling
bee. Vanya Shivashankar and Kavya Shivashankar were the first, and
Sriram Hathwar and Jairam Hathwar also won.
The last chance for someone to participate in the bee
is in eighth grade.
There has been a movie called Spellbond about the
spelling bee.

Videos and Sources
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVOcozYt29g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s68zwuitjjQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o5f6f4UstCU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Epg0TIHW44w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GU1JSCj4k8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVDNKZWzk0E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_yW6j2gN1w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P6Wh3mcficA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFwjmgeD4dw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7xH2FnbPGU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79neJ7F_S_s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GqmADEflsI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=76O8qdSa-GE
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Fortnite: A good game or a waste of time?
By: Nishit Sharma

Fortnite is a controversial topic; is the
game good, or not? Most parents think it is a
waste of money and time, but is it really? Most
kids view Fortnite as something to look forward
to after school. If they have free time, they
would rather play with their friends on
Fortnite than go outside. After they play
outside for some time, they get tired and want to go home. This usually
takes an hour, but when they play Fortnite, the only thing that gets tired
is their fingers, or their brain from trying to make strategic decisions.
Also, in Fortnite, kids can do anything they want. And even better, kids
can connect with their family. Let’s say your cousin lived in London. You
could play with your cousin if you friended them. That creates a stronger
bond between them instead of having a bond that would only be strengthened
during short calls. Now, one question all parents think is, is my child
addicted? Kids aren’t really addicted. As I stated, Fortnite is where kids
go to have fun. They play it every day not only to have fun but to also
“tier up”. In Fortnite there is a Battle Pass. It gives you a bunch of
cosmetics, dances and enough currency (v-bucks) to buy next Battle Pass
plus buy anything you want. If you finish the Battle Pass you are
supposedly the “coolest” person in the school. The Battle Pass costs $10
which is where the parents think it is a waste of money. Parents think that
their kids will keep asking for $10 every 2-3 months. Parents don’t realize
the creators (Epic Games) have a feature that makes you pay once and their
kids have a choice to use it all or save for next Battle Pass. It builds a
life skill to either spend all of their money or save up and get more in
the long run. From a parent’s point of view, Fortnite is a waste of time
because if their kid is in a round THEY WILL NOT STOP, especially if they
have a possibility to win or tier up. Even if they have homework or have to
go to sleep, they will continue to play. Then, they get grounded by their
parents because they are playing too much which leads to their parents
thinking that their kids are addicted. Using all of these reasons, I have
convinced my parents to buy me the Battle Pass. So, if you really want them
to buy you v-bucks try showing them this article. You never know what will
happen.
www.dexerto.com/fortnite/galaxy-fortnite-skin-is-set-for-worldwide-release-available-on-all-devices-142564.
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Halloween and its effects on kids
By Nick Iwaszko

Studies have shown that younger kids have gotten scared for their lives because
of Halloween. For example, the newspaper club supervisor, Mrs. Andersen, got scared
during Halloween when she was younger. Mrs. Andersen’s story is about when her family
went camping around Halloween and her parents took her on a haunted hayride. A
horrifying witch leaped out and terrified her. The math teacher is now scared of The
Wizard of Oz, darkness and witches, even at plays. “Halloween also provides an
opportunity for adults to confront usually uncomfortable topics like death,” a
member of the newspaper club told LiveScience. Kids as young as six and seven don't
differentiate between real death and the store-bought skeleton figures hanging in
the trees and fake tombstones on the grass. For example, the following students in the
newspaper club also got scared on Halloween. Meghan Liang got scared when she was 6.
Here is the story “I rang a doorbell and a man disguised as a chainsaw murderer with a
real chainsaw jumped out on me. It wasn’t real, but then I thought it was. Soon I ran to
the other side of the street.” The effect after this is that she never goes to that house
again. Another person who got scared by Halloween is Jason, and this is his story
“There was this one house across the street that went overboard with Halloween. On
Halloween night there was this one loud scream that scared me stiff, and it came from
that house.” What we can conclude from these stories is that Halloween can be
traumatizing.

Click on the link. If you dare
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf1rFBWwE3w9YqJ6wiCcC4KIZO3
Knatv6VavXOkxTnqIObOdw/viewform?usp=sf_link
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/9841443/ns/technology_and_science-science/t/halloween-may-be-hazardous-kids/#.W7PE_i-ZOi5

Caption This!
This year we're starting off with a bang! I've decided to do a double Caption This to start of the
year. Number your responses so that I know which caption goes with each image. Send your captions to
snzygmunt23@pthsd.net. Send as many captions as you like! Thanks!
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